This paper introduces hinge-loss Markov random fields (HL-MRFs), a new class of probabilistic graphical models particularly well-suited to large-scale structured prediction and learning. We derive HL-MRFs by unifying and then generalizing three different approaches to scalable inference in structured models: (1) randomized algorithms for MAX SAT, (2) local consistency relaxation for Markov random fields, and (3) reasoning about continuous information with fuzzy logic. To make HL-MRFs easy to construct and use, we next present probabilistic soft logic (PSL), a new probabilistic programming language for defining HL-MRFs for relational data. We then introduce a convex optimization algorithm based on message passing for exact MAP inference in HL-MRFs, as well as algorithms for weight learning.
Introduction
In many problems in machine learning, the domains are rich and structured, with many interdependent elements that are best modeled jointly. Examples include social networks, biological networks, the Web, natural language, computer vision, sensor networks, and so on. Machine learning subfields such as statistical relational learning (Getoor and Taskar, 2007) , inductive logic programming (Muggleton and De Raedt, 1994) , and structured prediction (BakIr et al., 2007) all seek to represent both the relational structure and dependencies in the data. With the ever-increasing size of available data, there is a growing need for models that are highly scalable while still able to capture rich structure. Existing approaches that rely on combinatorial optimization algorithms run into NP-hard problems, which means that new approaches are needed that can provide high-quality solutions for large-scale problems.
In this paper, we introduce a new class of probabilistic graphical models designed to enable scalable modeling of rich, structured data, which we call hinge-loss Markov random fields (HL-MRFs). HL-MRFs are analogous to discrete MRFs, undirected probabilistic graphical models in which probability mass is log-proportional to a weighted sum of feature functions. Unlike discrete MRFs, however, HL-MRFs are defined over continuous variables in the [0, 1] unit interval, and their feature functions are hinge functions, so that probability density is lost according to a weighted sum of hinge losses. As we will show, HL-MRFs are very useful for modeling both discrete and continuous domains. When designing classes of models, there is generally a trade off between scalability and expressivity: the more complex the types and connectivity structure of the dependencies, the more computationally challenging inference and learning are. HL-MRFs address a crucial gap between the two extremes. By using hinge-loss functions to model the dependencies among the variables, which admit highly scalable inference without restrictions on their connectivity structure, they can capture a very wide range of useful relationships. One reason they are so expressive is that hinge-loss dependencies are at the core of a number of scalable techniques for modeling structured and relational data.
Our first contribution is to unify three different approaches to scalable inference in structured models: (1) randomized algorithms for MAX SAT (Goemans and Williamson, 1994) , (2) local consistency relaxation (Wainwright and Jordan, 2008) for discrete Markov random fields defined using Boolean logic, and (3) reasoning about continuous information with fuzzy logic. We show that all three approaches lead to the same convex programming objective. Our second contribution is to derive HL-MRFs by generalizing this unified inference objective as a weighted sum of hinge-loss features and using them as the weighted features of graphical models. Since HL-MRFs generalize approaches to reasoning about relational data with weighted logical knowledge bases, they retain this high level of expressivity.
We also introduce a new probabilistic programming language, called probabilistic soft logic (PSL) , that makes HL-MRFs easy to define and use for large, relational data sets. This idea has been explored for other classes of models, such as Markov logic networks (Richardson and Domingos, 2006) for discrete MRFs, relational dependency networks (Neville and Jensen, 2007) for dependency networks, and probabilistic relational models (Getoor et al., 2002) for Bayesian networks. We build on these previous approaches, as well as the connection between hinge-loss potentials and logical clauses, to define PSL. In addition to probabilistic rules, PSL provides syntax that enables users to easily apply many common modeling tools, such as deterministic domain and range constraints, blocking and canopy functions, and aggregate variables defined over other random variables.
The expressivity of HL-MRFs and PSL make them applicable to a very wide range of problems. To complete the package, we derive a number of inference and learning algorithms. First, we examine MAP inference, i.e., the problem of finding a most probable assignment to the unobserved random variables. MAP inference in HL-MRFs is always a convex optimization. Although any off-the-shelf optimization toolkit could be used, such methods typically do not leverage the sparse dependency structures common in graphical models. We introduce a consensus-optimization approach to MAP inference for HL-MRFs, showing how the problem can be decomposed using the alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM) and how the resulting subproblems can be solved analytically for hinge-loss potentials. Our approach enables HL-MRFs to easily scale up to millions of variables and tens of millions of potentials. We also introduce a novel hit-and-run sampling algorithm for marginal inference for HL-MRFs. We show how to efficiently generate samples even in the presence of many overlapping deterministic constraints. We show how to learn HL-MRFs from training data using a variety of methods: maximum likelihood, maximum pseudolikelihood, and large margin estimation. Since maximum likelihood and large margin estimation rely on inference as subroutines, and maximum pseudolikelihood estimation is efficient by design, all of these methods are highly scalable for HL-MRFs, leading to excellent performance on a range of learning tasks.
Finally, we demonstrate the power of HL-MRFs on core relational learning and structured prediction tasks, such as collective classification and link prediction. We show that HL-MRFs offer predictive accuracy comparable to state-of-the-art discrete models while scaling dramatically better to very big data sets.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we first consider models for structured prediction that are defined using logical clauses. We unify three different approaches to scalable inference in such models, showing that they all optimize the same convex objective. We then generalize this objective in Section 3 to derive HL-MRFs. In Section 4, we introduce PSL, giving both a precise specification of the language and many examples of common usage. Next we introduce an extremely scalable message-passing algorithm for MAP inference in Section 5 and a number of learning algorithms in Section 6. Finally, in Section 7, we discuss a wide range of related work.
Unifying Inference for Logic-Based Models
In many structured domains, propositional and first-order logics are useful tools for describing the intricate dependencies that connect the unknown variables. However, these domains are usually noisy; dependencies among the variables do not always hold. To address this, logical semantics can be incorporated into probability distributions to create models that capture both the structure and the uncertainty in machine learning tasks. One common way to do this is to use logic to define feature functions in a probabilistic model. In this work, we focus on Markov random fields (MRFs), a popular class of probabilistic graphical models for rich, structured data. Informally, an MRF is a distribution that assigns probability mass using a scoring function that is a weighted combination of feature functions called potentials. We will use logical clauses to define these potentials. We first define MRFs more formally to introduce necessary notation:
Definition 1 Let x = (x 1 , . . . , x n ) be a vector of random variables and let φ = (φ 1 , . . . , φ m ) be a vector of potentials, where each potential φ j (x) assigns configurations of the variables a real-valued score. Also, let w = (w 1 , . . . , w n ) be a vector of real-valued weights. Then, a Markov random field is a probability distribution of the form
In an MRF, the potentials should capture how the domain behaves, assigning higher scores to more probable configurations of the variables. If a modeler does not know how the domain behaves, the potentials should capture how it might behave, so that a learning algorithm can find weights that lead to accurate predictions. Logic provides an excellent formalism for defining such potentials in structured and relational domains. We now introduce some notation to make this logic-based approach more formal. Consider a set of logical clauses C = {C 1 , . . . , C m } where each clause C j ∈ C is a disjunction of literals and each literal is a variable x or its negation ¬x drawn from the variables x such that each variable x i ∈ x appears at most once in C j . Let I + j (resp. I − j ) ⊂ {1, . . . , n} be the set of indices of the variables that are not negated (resp. negated) in C j . Then C j can be written as    i∈I + j
Logical clauses of this form are very expressive because they can be viewed equivalently as implications from conditions to consequences:
This "if-then" reasoning is intuitive and can describe many dependencies in structured data. Further, multiple clauses can together express dependencies that cannot be expressed in a single clause, such as multiple sets of conditions implying one set of possible consequences, or one set of conditions implying multiple sets of possible consequences.
Assuming we have a logical knowledge base C describing a structured domain, we can embed it in an MRF by defining each potential φ j using a corresponding clause C j . If an assignment to the variables x satisfies C j , then we let φ j (x) equal 1, and we let it equal 0 otherwise. For our subsequent analysis we now let w j ≥ 0 (∀j = 1, . . . , m). The resulting MRF preserves the structured dependencies described in C, but enables much more flexible modeling. Clauses no longer have to hold always, and the model can express our uncertainty over different possible worlds. The weights express how strongly we expect each corresponding clause to hold; the higher the weight, the more probable that it is true according to the model. This notion of embedding weighted, logical knowledge bases in MRFs is an appealing one. For example, Markov logic networks (Richardson and Domingos, 2006 ) are a popular formalism that induce MRFs from weighted first-order knowledge base. 1 Given a data set, the first-order clauses are grounded using the constants in the data to create the set of propositional clauses C. Each propositional clause has the weight of the first-order clause from which it was grounded. In this way, a weighted, first-order knowledge base can compactly specify an entire family of MRFs for a structured machine-learning task.
Although we now have a method for easily defining rich, structured models for a wide range of problems, there is a new challenge: finding a most probable assignment to the variables, i.e., MAP inference, is NP-hard (Shimony, 1994; Garey et al., 1976) . This means that (unless P=NP) our only hope for performing tractable inference is to perform it approximately. Observe that MAP inference for an MRF defined by C is the integer linear program arg max
While this program is intractable, it does admit convex programming relaxations.
In this section, we show how convex programming can be used to perform tractable inference in MRFs defined by weighted knowledge bases. We first discuss in Section 2.1 an approach developed by Goemans and Williamson (1994) that views MAP as an instance the classic MAX SAT problem and relaxes it to a convex program from that perspective. This approach has the advantage of providing strong guarantees on the quality of the discrete solutions it obtains. However, it has the disadvantage that general-purpose convex programming toolkits do not scale well to relaxed MAP inference for large graphical models (Yanover et al., 2006) . In Section 2.2 we then discuss a seemingly distinct approach, local consistency relaxation, with complementary advantages and disadvantages: they offer highly scalable message-passing algorithms but come with no quality guarantees. We then unite these approaches by proving that they solve equivalent optimization problems with identical solutions. Then, in Section 2.3, we show that the unified inference objective is also equivalent to exact MAP inference if the knowledge base C is interpreted not with Boolean logic but with Lukasiewicz logic, an infinite-valued logic for reasoning about naturally continuous quantities such as similarity, vague or fuzzy concepts, and real-valued data.
That these three interpretations all lead to the same inference objective-whether reasoning about discrete or continuous information-is extremely useful. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to show their equivalence. It indicates that the same modeling formalism, inference algorithms, and learning algorithms can be used to reason scalably and accurately about both discrete and continuous information in structured domains. We will generalize the unified inference objective in Section 3 to derive hinge-loss MRFs, and in the rest of the paper we will develop a probabilistic programming language and algorithms that realize the goal of a scalable and accurate framework for structured data, both discrete and continuous.
MAX SAT Relaxation
One approach to approximating objective (1) is to use relaxation techniques developed in the randomized algorithms community for the MAX SAT problem. Formally, the MAX SAT problem is to find a Boolean assignment to a set of variables that maximizes the total weight of satisfied clauses in a knowledge base composed of disjunctive clauses annotated with nonnegative weights. In other words, objective (1) is an instance of MAX SAT. Randomized approximation algorithms can be constructed for MAX SAT by independently rounding each Boolean variable x i to true with probability p i . Then, the expected weighted satisfactionŵ j of a clause C j iŝ
also known as a (weighted) noisy-or function, and the expected total scoreŴ iŝ
OptimizingŴ with respect to the rounding probabilities would give the exact MAX SAT solution, so this randomized approach hasn't made the problem any easier yet, but Goemans and Williamson (1994) 
Observe that objectives (1) and (3) are of the same form, except that the variables are relaxed to the unit hypercube in objective (3). Goemans and Williamson (1994) showed that if p i is set toŷ ⋆ i for all i, thenŴ ≥ .632 Z ⋆ , where Z ⋆ is the optimal total weight for the MAX SAT problem. If each p i is set using any function in a special class, then this lower bound improves to a .75 approximation. One simple example of such a function is
In this way, objective (3) leads to an expected .75 approximation of the MAX SAT solution. The method of conditional probabilities (Alon and Spencer, 2008) can find a single Boolean assignment that achieves at least the expected score from a set of rounding probabilities, and therefore at least .75 of the MAX SAT solution when objective (3) and function (4) are used to obtain them. Each variable x i is greedily set to the value that maximizes the expected weight over the unassigned variables, conditioned on either possible value of x i and the previously assigned variables. This greedy maximization can be applied quickly because, in many models, variables only participate in a small fraction of the clauses, making the change in expectation quick to compute for each variable. Specifically, referring to the definition ofŴ (2), the assignment to x i only needs to maximize over the clauses C j in which x i participates, i.e., i ∈ I + j ∪ I − j , which is usually a small set. This approximation is powerful because it is a tractable linear program that comes with strong guarantees on solution quality. However, even though it is tractable, generalpurpose convex optimization toolkits do not scale well to large MAP problems. In the following subsection, we unify this approximation with a complementary one developed in the probabilistic graphical models community.
Local Consistency Relaxation
Another approach to approximating objective (1) is to apply a relaxation developed for Markov random fields called local consistency relaxation (Wainwright and Jordan, 2008) . This approach starts by viewing MAP inference as an equivalent optimization over marginal probabilities. 2 For each φ j ∈ φ, let θ j be a marginal distribution over joint assignments x j . For example, θ j (x j ) is the probability that the subset of variables associated with potential φ j is in a particular joint state x j . Also, let x j (i) denote the setting of the variable with index i in the state x j .
With this variational formulation, inference can be relaxed to an optimization over the first-order local polytope L. Let µ = (µ 1 , . . . , µ n ) be a vector of probability distributions, where µ i (k) is the marginal probability that x i is in state k. The first-order local polytope is
which constrains each marginal distribution θ j over joint states x j to be consistent only with the marginal distributions µ over individual variables that participate in the potential φ j . MAP inference can then be approximated with the first-order local consistency relaxation:
which is an upper bound on the true MAP objective. Much work has focused on solving the first-order local consistency relaxation for large-scale MRFs, which we discuss further in Section 7. These algorithms are appealing because they are well-suited to the sparse dependency structures common in MRFs, so they can scale to very large problems. However, in general, the solutions are fractional, and there are no guarantees on the approximation quality of a tractable discretization of these fractional solutions. We show that for MRFs with potentials defined by C and nonnegative weights, local consistency relaxation is equivalent to MAX SAT relaxation.
Theorem 2 For an MRF with potentials corresponding to disjunctive logical clauses and associated nonnegative weights, the first-order local consistency relaxation of MAP inference is equivalent to the MAX SAT relaxation of Goemans and Williamson (1994) . Specifically, any partial optimum µ ⋆ of objective (5) is an optimumŷ ⋆ of objective (3), and vice versa.
We prove Theorem 2 in Appendix A. Our proof analyzes the local consistency relaxation to derive an equivalent, more compact optimization over only the variable pseudomarginals µ that is identical to the MAX SAT relaxation. Theorem 2 is significant because it shows that the rounding guarantees of MAX SAT relaxation also apply to local consistency relaxation, and the scalable message-passing algorithms developed for local consistency relaxation also apply to MAX SAT relaxation.
Lukasiewicz Logic
The previous two subsections showed that the same convex program can approximate MAP inference in discrete, logic-based models, whether viewed from the perspective of MAX SAT or of probabilistic models. In this subsection, we show that this convex program can also be used to reason about naturally continuous information, such as similarity, vague or fuzzy concepts, and real-valued data. Instead of interpreting the clauses C using Boolean logic, we can interpret them using Lukasiewicz logic (Klir and Yuan, 1995) The extension to continuous values requires a corresponding extended interpretation of the logical operators ∧ (conjunction), ∨ (disjunction), and ¬ (negation). The Lukasiewicz t-norm and t-co-norm are ∧ and ∨ operators that correspond to the Boolean logic operators for integer inputs (along with the negation operator ¬):
The analogous MAX SAT problem for Lukasiewicz logic is therefore arg max
which is identical in form to objective (3). Therefore, if an MRF is defined over continuous variables with domain [0, 1] n and the logical knowledge base C defining the potentials is interpreted using Lukasiewicz logic, then exact MAP inference is identical to finding the optimum using the unified, relaxed inference objective derived for Boolean logic in the previous two subsections. This shows the equivalence of all three approaches: MAX SAT relaxation, local consistency relaxation, and Lukasiewicz logic.
Hinge-Loss Markov Random Fields
We have shown that a single convex program can be used to reason scalably and accurately about both discrete and continuous information. In this section, we generalize this inference objective to derive hinge-loss Markov random fields (HL-MRFs), a new kind of probabilistic graphical model. HL-MRFs will preserve convex, scalable MAP inference and the expressivity of logic-based modeling, but will additionally support an even richer space of dependencies. To begin, we will define HL-MRFs as density functions over continuous variables y = (y 1 , . . . , y n ) with joint domain [0, 1] n , but we will remain agnostic about the semantics of these variables. Since we are generalizing the interpretations explored in Section 2, their MAP states can be viewed as rounding probabilities or pseudomarginals, or they can represent naturally continuous information. More generally, they can be viewed simply as degrees of belief, confidences, or rankings of possible states; and they can describe discrete, continuous, or mixed domains.
Derivation
To derive HL-MRFs, we will generalize the unified inference objective of Section 2 in several ways, which we restate for our semantics-agnostic variables:
arg max
For now, we are still assuming that the objective terms are defined using a weighted knowledge base C, but we will quickly drop this requirement. To do so, we examine one term in isolation. Observe that the maximum value of any unweighted term is 1, which is achieved when a linear function of the variables is at least 1. We say that the term is satisfied whenever this occurs. When a term is unsatisfied, we can refer to its distance to satisfaction, how far it is from achieving its maximum value. Also observe that we can rewrite the optimization explicitly in terms of distances to satisfaction:
arg min
so that the objective is equivalently to minimize the total weighted distance to satisfaction. Each unweighted objective term now measures how far the linear constraint
is from being satisfied.
Relaxed Linear Constraints
With this view of each term as a relaxed linear constraint, we can easily generalize them to arbitrary linear constraints. We no longer require that the inference objective be defined using only logical clauses, and instead each term can be defined using any function ℓ j (y) that is linear in y. Then, the new inference objective is arg min
Now each term represents the distance to satisfaction of a linear constraint ℓ j (y) ≤ 0. That constraint could be defined using logical clauses as discussed above, or it could be defined using other knowledge about the domain. The weight w j indicates how important it is to satisfy a constraint relative to others by scaling the distance to satisfaction. The higher the weight, the more distance to satisfaction is penalized. Additionally, two relaxed inequality constraints, ℓ j (y) ≤ 0 and −ℓ j (y) ≤ 0, can be combined to represent a relaxed equality constraint ℓ j (y) = 0.
Hard Linear Constraints
Now that our inference objective admits arbitrary relaxed linear constraints, it is natural to also allow hard constraints that must be satisfied at all times. Hard constraints are important modeling tools. They enable groups of variables to represent a multinomial or categorical variable, mutually exclusive possibilities, and functional or partial functional relationships Hard constraints can also represent background knowledge about the domain, restricting the domain to regions that are feasible in the real world. Additionally, they can encode more complex components such as defining a random variable as an aggregate over other unobserved variables, which we discuss further in Section 4.2.5. We can think of including hard constraints as allowing a weight w j to take an infinite value. Again, two inequality constraints can be combined to represent an equality constraint. However, when we introduce an inference algorithm for HL-MRFs in Section 5, it will be useful to treat hard constraints separately from relaxed ones, and further, treat hard inequality constraints separately from hard equality constraints. Therefore, in the definition of HL-MRFs, we will define these three components separately.
Generalized Hinge-Loss Functions
The objective terms measuring each constraint's distance to satisfaction are hinge losses. There is a flat region, on which the distance to satisfaction is 0, and an angled region, on which the distance to satisfaction grows linearly away from the hyperplane ℓ j (y) = 0. This loss function is very useful-as we discuss in the previous section, it is a bound on the expected loss in the discrete setting, among other things-but it is not appropriate for all modeling situations.
A piecewise-linear loss function makes MAP inference "winner take all," in the sense that it is preferable to fully satisfy the most highly weighted objective terms completely before reducing the distance to satisfaction of terms with lower weights. For example, consider the following optimization problem: arg min
The optimizer is y 1 = 0 because the term with weight 5 that prefers y 1 = 0 overrules the term with weight 2 that prefers y 1 = 1. The result does not indicate any ambiguity or uncertainty, but if the two objective terms are potentials in a probabilistic model, it is sometimes preferable that the result reflect this conflicting information. We can change the inference problem so that it smoothly trades off satisfying conflicting objective terms by squaring the hinge losses. Observe that in the modified problem arg min
the optimizer is y 1 = 2 7 , reflecting the relative influence of the two loss functions. Another advantage of squared hinge-loss functions is that they can behave more intuitively in the presence of hard constraints. Consider the problem arg min
The first term prefers y 1 ≥ 0.9, the second term prefers y 2 ≥ 0.6, and the constraint requires that y 1 and y 2 are mutually exclusive. Such problems are very common and arise when conflicting evidence of different strengths support two mutually exclusive possibilities. The evidence values 0.9 and 0.6 could come from many sources, including base models trained to make independent predictions on individual random variables, domain-specialized similarity functions, or sensor readings. For this problem, any solution y 1 ∈ [0.4, 0.9] and y 2 = 1 − y 1 is an optimizer. This includes counterintuitive optimizers like y 1 = 0.4 and y 2 = 0.6, even though the evidence supporting y 1 is stronger. Again, squared hinge losses ensure the optimizers better reflect the relative strength of evidence. For the problem arg min
the only optimizer is y 1 = 0.65 and y 2 = 0.35, which is a more informative solution. We therefore complete our generalized inference objective by allowing either hinge-loss or squared hinge-loss functions. Users of HL-MRFs have the choice of either one for each potential, depending on which is appropriate for their task.
Definition
We can now formally state the full definition of HL-MRFs. They are defined so that a MAP state is a solution to the generalized inference objective derived in the previous subsection. We state the definition in a conditional form for later convenience, but this definition is fully general since the vector of conditioning variables may be empty.
Definition 3 Let y = (y 1 , . . . , y n ) be a vector of n variables and x = (x 1 , . . . , x n ′ ) a vector of n ′ variables with joint domain D = [0, 1] n+n ′ . Let φ = (φ 1 , . . . , φ m ) be a vector of m continuous potentials of the form
where ℓ j is a linear function of y and x and p j ∈ {1, 2}. Let c = (c 1 , . . . , c r ) be a vector of r linear constraint functions associated with index sets denoting equality constraints E and inequality constraints I, which define the feasible set
For (y, x) ∈ D, given a vector of m nonnegative free parameters, i.e., weights, w = (w 1 , . . . , w m ), a constrained hinge-loss energy function f w is defined as
We now define HL-MRFs by placing a probability density over the inputs to a constrained hinge-loss energy function.
Definition 4 A hinge-loss Markov random field P over random variables y and conditioned on random variables x is a probability density defined as follows:
where
In the rest of this paper, we will explore how to use HL-MRFs to solve a wide range of structured machine learning problems. We first introduce a probabilistic programming language that makes HL-MRFs easy to define for large, rich domains.
Probabilistic Soft Logic
In this section we introduce a general-purpose probabilistic programming language, probabilistic soft logic (PSL). PSL allows HL-MRFs to be easily applied to a broad range of structured machine learning problems by defining templates for potentials and constraints. In models for structured data, there are very often repeated patterns of probabilistic dependencies. A few of the many examples include the strength of ties between similar people in social networks, the preference for triadic closure when predicting transitive relationships, and the "exactly one active" constraints on functional relationships. Often, to make graphical models that are both easy to define and which generalize across different data sets, these repeated dependencies are defined using templates. Each template defines an abstract dependency, such as the form of a potential function or constraint, along with any necessary parameters, such as the weight of the potential, each of which has a single value across all dependencies defined by that template. Given input data, an undirected graphical model is constructed from a set of templates by first identifying the random variables in the data and then "grounding out" each template by introducing a potential or constraint into the graphical model for each subset of random variables to which the template applies.
A PSL program is written in a first-order syntax and defines a class of HL-MRFs that are parameterized by the input data. PSL provides a natural interface to represent hingeloss potential templates using two types of rules: logical rules and arithmetic rules. Logical rules are based on the mapping from logical clauses to hinge-loss potentials introduced in Section 3.1. Arithmetic rules provide additional syntax for defining an even wider range of hinge-loss potentials and hard constraints.
Definition
In this subsection we define PSL. Our definition covers the essential functionality that should be supported by all implementations, but many extensions are possible. The PSL syntax we describe can capture a very wide range of HL-MRFs, but new settings and scenarios could motivate the development of additional syntax to make the construction of different kinds of HL-MRFs more convenient.
Preliminaries
We begin with a high-level definition of PSL programs.
Definition 5 A PSL program is a set of rules, each of which is a template for hinge-loss potentials or hard linear constraints. When grounded over a base of ground atoms, a PSL program induces a HL-MRF conditioned on any specified observations.
In the PSL syntax, many of components are named using identifiers, which are strings that begin with a letter (from the set {A, . . . , Z, a, . . . , z}), followed by zero or more letters, numeric digits, or underscores.
PSL programs are grounded out over data, so the universe over which to ground must be defined.
Definition 6 A constant is a string that denotes an element in the universe over which a PSL program is grounded.
Constants are the elements in a universe of discourse. They can be entities or attributes. For example, the constant "person1" can denote a person, the constant "Adam" can denote a person's name, and the constant "30" can denote a person's age. In PSL programs, constants are written as strings in double or single quotes. Constants use backslashes as escape characters, so they can be used to encode quotes within constants. It is assumed that constants are unambiguous, i.e., different constants refer to different entities and attributes. 3 Groups of constants can be represented using variables.
Definition 7 A variable is an identifier for which constants can be substituted.
Variables and constants are the arguments to logical predicates. Together, they are generically referred to as terms.
Definition 8 A term is either a constant or a variable.
Terms are connected by relationships called predicates.
Definition 9 A predicate is a relation defined by a unique identifier and an arity, and one or more type names, which denote the sets of terms it accepts as arguments. Every predicate in a PSL program must have a unique identifier as its name.
We refer to a predicate using its identifier and arity appended with a slash. For example, the predicate Friends/2 is a binary predicate, i.e., taking two arguments, which represents whether two constants are friends. As another example, the predicate Name/2 can relate a person to the string that is that person's name. As a third example, the predicate EnrolledInClass/3 can relate two entities, a student and professor, with an additional attribute, the subject of the class.
Predicates and terms are combined to create atoms.
Definition 10 An atom is a predicate combined with a sequence of terms of length equal to the predicate's arity. This sequence is called the atom's arguments. An atom with only constants for arguments is called a ground atom.
Ground atoms are the basic units of reasoning in PSL. Each represents an unknown or observation of interest and can take any value in [0, 1]. For example, the ground atom Friends("person1", "person2") represents whether "person1" and "person2" are friends.
Atoms that are not ground are placeholders for sets of ground atoms. For example, the atom Friends(X, Y) stands for all ground atoms that can be obtained by substituting constants of type Person for variables X and Y.
Inputs
As we have already stated, PSL defines templates for hinge-loss potentials and hard linear constraints that are grounded out over a data set to induce a HL-MRF. We now describe how that data set is represented and provided as the inputs to a PSL program. The first two inputs are two sets of predicates, a set C of closed predicates, the atoms of which are completely observed, and a set O of open predicates, the atoms of which may be unobserved. The third input is the base A, which is the set of all ground atoms under consideration. All atoms in A must have a predicate in either C or O. These are the atoms which can be substituted into the rules and constraints of a PSL program, and each will later be associated with a HL-MRF random variable with domain [0, 1]. The final input is a function O : A → [0, 1] ∪ {∅} that maps the ground atoms in the base to either an observed value in [0, 1] or a symbol ∅ indicating that it is unobserved. The function O is only valid if all atoms with a predicate in C are mapped to a [0, 1] value. Note that this makes the sets C and O redundant in a sense, since they can be derived from A and O, but it will be convenient later to have C and O explicitly defined. Ultimately, the method for specifying PSL's inputs is implementation specific, since different choices make it more or less convenient for different scenarios. In this paper, we will assume that C, O, A, and O exist and remain agnostic about how they were specified. However, to make this aspect of using PSL more concrete, we will describe one possible method for defining them here.
Our example method for specifying PSL's inputs is text-based. The first section of the text input is a definition of the constants in the universe, which are grouped into types. An example universe definition is given: Person = {"Alexis", "Bob", "Claudia", "Don"} Professor = {"Alexis", "Bob"} Student = {"Claudia", "Don"} Subject = {"Computer Science", "Statistics"} This universe includes six constants, four with two types ("Alexis", "Bob", "Claudia", and "Don") and two with one type ("Computer Science" and "Statistics").
The next section of input is the definition of predicates. Each predicate includes the types of constants it takes as arguments and whether it is closed. For example, we can define predicates for an advisor-student relationship prediction task as follows:
In this case, there is one open predicate (Advises) and two closed predicates (Department and EnrolledInClass).
The final section of input is any associated observations. They can be specified in a list, for example:
Advises("Alexis", "Don") = 1 Department("Alexis", "Computer Science") = 1 Department("Bob", "Computer Science") = 1 Department("Claudia", "Statistics") = 1 Department("Don", "Statistics") = 1
In addition, values for atoms with the EnrolledInClass predicate could also be specified. If a ground atom does not have a specified value, it will have a default observed value of 0 if its predicate is closed or remain unobserved if its predicate is open.
We now describe how this text input is processed into the formal inputs C, O, A, and O. First, each predicate is added to either C or O based on whether it is annotated with the (closed) tag. Then, for each predicate in C or O, ground atoms of that predicate are added to A with each sequence of constants as arguments that can be created by selecting a constant of each of the predicate's argument types. For example, assume that the input file contains a single predicate definition Category(Document, Cat Name) where the universe is Document = {"d1", "d2"} and Cat Name = {"politics", "sports"}. Then,
Category("d1", "politics"), Category("d1", "sports"), Category("d2", "politics"), Category("d2", "sports")
Finally, we define the function O. Any atom in the explicit list of observations is mapped to the given value. Then, any remaining atoms in A with a predicate in C are mapped to 0 and any with a predicate in O are mapped to ∅.
Rules and Grounding
Before introducing the syntax and semantics of specific PSL rules, we define the grounding procedure that induces HL-MRFs in general. Given the inputs C, O, A, and O, PSL induces a HL-MRF P (y|x) as follows. First, each ground atom a ∈ A is associated with a random variable with domain [0, 1] . If O(a) = ∅, then the variable is included in the free variables y, and otherwise it is included in the observations x with a value of O(a).
With the variables in the distribution defined, each rule in the PSL program is applied to the inputs and produces hinge-loss potentials or hard linear constraints, which are added to the HL-MRF. In the rest of this subsection, we describe two kinds of PSL rules: logical rules and arithmetic rules.
Logical Rules
The first kind of PSL rule is a logical rule, which is made up of literals.
Definition 11 A literal is an atom or a negated atom.
In PSL, the prefix operator ! or~is used for negation. A negated atom refers to one minus the value of that atom. For example, if Friends("person1", "person2") has a value of 0.7, then !Friends("person1", "person2") has a value of 0.3.
Definition 12 A logical rule is a disjunctive clause of literals. Logical rules are either weighted or unweighted. If a logical rule is weighted, it is annotated with a nonnegative weight and optionally a power of two.
Logical rules express logical dependencies in the model. As in Boolean logic, the negation, disjunction (written as || or |), and conjunction (written as && or &) operators obey De Morgan's Laws. Also, an implication (written as -> or <-) can be rewritten as the negation of the body disjuncted with the head. For example
Therefore, any formula written as an implication with a literal or conjunction or literals in the body, and a literal or disjunction of literals in the head is also a valid logical rule, because it is equivalent to a disjunctive clause.
There are two kinds of logical rules, weighted or unweighted. A weighted logical rule is a template for a hinge-loss potential that penalizes how far the rule is from being satisfied. A weighted logical rule begins with a nonnegative weight and optionally ends with an exponent of two (^2). For example, the weighted logical rule 10 : Advisor(Prof, S) && Department(Prof, Sub) -> Department(S, Sub) has a weight of 10 and induces potentials propagating department membership from advisors to advisees. An unweighted logical rule is a template for a hard linear constraint that requires that the rule always be satisfied. For example, the unweighted logical rule
induces hard linear constraints enforcing the transitivity of the Friends/2 predicate. Note the period (.) that is used to emphasize that this rule is always enforced and disambiguate it from weighted rules.
A logical rule is grounded out by performing all possible substitutions of ground atoms in the base A for atoms in the rule, such that the replaced constants agree with the substituted atoms and variables are consistently mapped to the same constants within each grounding. This produces a set of ground rules, which are rules containing only ground atoms. Each ground rule will then be interpreted as either a potential or hard constraint in the induced HL-MRF. For notational convenience, we will assume without loss of generality that all the random variables are unobserved, i.e., O(a) = ∅, ∀a ∈ A. If the input data contain any observations, the following description still applies, except that some free variables will be replaced with observations from x. The first step in interpreting a ground rule is to map its disjunctive clause to a linear constraint. This is done using the mapping to the unified inference objective derived in Section 2. Any ground PSL rule is a disjunction of literals, some of which are negated. Let I + be a set of the indices of the variables that correspond to atoms that are not negated in the ground rule, expressed as a disjunctive clause, and, likewise, let I − be the indices of the variables corresponding to atoms that are negated. Then, the clause is mapped to the inequality
If the logical rule that templated the ground rule is weighted with a weight of w and is not annotated with^2, then the potential
is added to the HL-MRF with a parameter of w. If the rule is weighted with a weight w and annotated with^2, then the potential
is added to the HL-MRF with a parameter of w. If the rule is unweighted, then the function
is added to the set of constraint functions and its index is included in the set I to define a hard inequality constraint c(y, x) ≤ 0.
As an example of the grounding process, consider the following logical rule:
: Friends(A, B) && Friends(B, C) -> Friends(C, A)^2
Imagine that the input data are C = {}, O = {Friends/2},
Friends("p1", "p2"), Friends("p1", "p3"), Friends("p2", "p1"), Friends("p2", "p3"), Friends("p3", "p1"), Friends("p3", "p2")
and O(a) = ∅, ∀a ∈ A. Then, the rule will induce six ground rules. One such ground rule is 3 : Friends("p1", "p2") && Friends("p2", "p3") -> Friends("p3", "p1")^2
which is equivalent to 3 : !Friends("p1", "p2") || !Friends("p2", "p3") || Friends("p3", "p1")^2
If the atoms Friends("p1", "p2"), Friends("p2", "p3"), and Friends("p3", "p1") correspond to the random variables y 1 , y 2 , and y 3 , respectively, then this ground rule is interpreted as the weighted hinge-loss potential 3 (max{y 1 + y 2 − y 3 − 1, 0}) 2 .
Since the grounding process uses the mapping from Section 2, logical rules can be used to reason accurately and efficiently about both discrete and continuous information. They are a convenient method for constructing HL-MRFs with the unified inference objective for weighted logical knowledge bases as their MAP inference objective. They also allow the user to seamlessly incorporate some of the additional features of HL-MRFs, such as squared potentials and hard constraints. Next, we introduce an even more flexible class of PSL rules.
Arithmetic Rules
Arithmetic rules in PSL are more general templates for hinge-loss potentials and hard linear constraints. Like logical rules, they come in weighted and unweighted variants, but instead of using logical operators they use arithmetic operators. In general, an arithmetic rule relates two linear combinations of atoms with a nonstrict inequality or an equality. A simple example enforces the mutual exclusivity of liberal and conservative ideologies:
Liberal(P) + Conservative(P) = 1 .
Just as logical rules are grounded out by performing all possible substitutions of ground atoms, arithmetic rules are grounded out to define potentials and hard constraints over ground atoms. In this example, each possible substitution for Liberal(P) and Conservative(P)
is constrained to sum to 1. Since this is an unweighted arithmetic rule, it defines a hard constraint c(y, x) and its index will be included in E because it is an equality constraint. To make arithmetic rules more flexible and easy to use, we define some additional syntax. The first is a generalized definition of atoms that can be substituted with sums of ground atoms, rather than just a single atom.
Definition 13 A sum-augmented atom is an atom that takes terms and/or sum variables as arguments. A sum-augmented atom represents the sum of all ground atoms that can be obtained by substituting constants for the sum variables.
A sum variable is represented by prepending a plus symbol (+) to a variable. For example, the sum-augmented atom Friends(P, +F)
is a placeholder for the sum of all ground atoms in A that have a given first argument. Sum-augmented atoms are useful because they can describe dependencies without needing to specify the number of atoms that can participate. For example, the arithmetic rule Label(X, +L) = 1 .
says that labels for each constant substituted for X should sum to one, without needing to specify how many possible labels there are. The substitutions for sum variables can be restricted using select statements.
Definition 14 A select statement is a logical clause defined for a sum variable in an arithmetic rule. The logical clause contains only atoms with predicates that appear in C and that take constants, variables that appear in the arithmetic rule, and the sum variable for which it is defined as arguments.
Select statements restrict the substitutions for a sum variable in the corresponding arithmetic rule by only including substitutions for which the statement evaluates to true. Select statements only affect variables in the first arithmetic rule preceding it, not variables in any other rules. The clauses in select statements are evaluated using Boolean logic. For each ground atom a, it is treated as having a value of 0 if and only if O(a) = 0. Otherwise, it is treated as having a value of 1. For example, imagine that we want to restrict the summation in the following arithmetic rule to only constants that satisfy a property Property/1.
Link(X, +Y) <= 1 .
Then, we can add the following select statement:
Then, the hard linear constraints templated by the arithmetic rule will only sum over constants substituted for Y such that Property(Y) is non-zero. In arithmetic rules, atoms can also be modified with coefficients. These coefficients can be hard-coded, e.g., 0.5 P1(X) + 0.5 P2(X) >= 1 .
or they can use PSL's additional coefficient-defining syntax. The first piece of coefficient syntax is a cardinality function that counts the number of terms substituted for a sum variable. Cardinality is denoted by enclosing a sum variable without the + in pipes. For example, the following arithmetic rule says that the average value of a set of atoms must be at least 0.5: P(+X) / |X| >= 0.5 .
Cardinality functions enable rules that depend on the number of substitutions in order to be scaled correctly, such as averaging. The second piece of coefficient syntax is built-in coefficient functions. The exact set of supported functions is implementation specific, but standard functions like maximum and minimum should be included. Coefficient functions are prepended with @ and use square brackets instead of parentheses to distinguish them from predicates. Coefficient functions can take either scalars or cardinality functions as arguments. For example, the following rule includes a coefficient that is the maximum of the number of summands and a scalar:
In this example, the coefficient for the P/1 atoms will be the maximum of 2 and the number of atoms.
So far we have focused on using arithmetic rules to define templates for hard linear constraints, but they can also be used to define hinge-loss potentials. For example, the arithmetic rule 5 : 2 P(+X) <= 1^2
is a template for weighted hinge-loss potentials of the form 5 max 2
Note that the weight of 5 is distinct from the coefficients in the linear constraint ℓ(y, x) ≤ 0 defining the hinge-loss potential. If the arithmetic rule were an equality instead of an inequality, each grounding would be two hinge-loss potentials, one using ℓ(y, x) ≤ 0 and one using −ℓ(y, x) ≤ 0. In this way, arithmetic rules can define general hinge-loss potentials. For completeness, we state the full, formal definition of an arithmetic rule and define its grounding procedure.
Definition 15 An arithmetic rule is a nonstrict inequality or equality relating two linear combinations of sum-augmented atoms. An arithmetic rule can be annotated with a select statement for each sum variable that restricts its groundings. Arithmetic rules are either weighted or unweighted. If an arithmetic rule is weighted, it is annotated with a nonnegative weight and optionally a power of two.
An arithmetic rule is grounded out by performing all possible substitutions of ground atoms in the base A for atoms in the rule, such that the replaced constants agree with the substituted atoms and variables are consistently mapped to the same constants. In addition, sum-augmented atoms are replaced by the appropriate summations over ground atoms (possibly restricted by a corresponding select statement) and the coefficient is distributed across the summands. This leads to a set of ground rules for each arithmetic rule given a set of inputs. If the arithmetic rule is an unweighted inequality, each ground rule can be algebraically manipulated to be of the form c(y, x) ≤ 0. Then c(y, x) is added to the set of constraint functions and its index is added to I. If instead the arithmetic rule is an unweighted equality, each ground rule is manipulated to c(y, x) = 0, c(y, x) is added to the set of constraint functions, and its index is added to E. If the arithmetic rule is a weighted inequality with weight w, each ground rule is manipulated to ℓ(y, x) ≤ 0 and included as a potential of the form φ(y, x) = max {ℓ(y, x), 0} with a weight of w. If the arithmetic rule is a weighted equality with weight w, each ground rule is again manipulated to ℓ(y, x) ≤ 0 and two potentials are included,
each with a weight of w. In either case, if the weighted arithmetic rule is annotated witĥ 2, then the induced potentials are squared.
Modeling Patterns
PSL is a very flexible language, and there are some patterns of usage that come up in many applications. We illustrate some of them in this subsection with a number of examples.
Domain and Range Rules
In many problems, the number of relations that can be predicted among some constants is known. For binary predicates, this background knowledge can be viewed as constraints on the domain (first argument) or range (second argument) of the predicate. For example, it might be background knowledge that each entity, such as a document, has exactly one label. An arithmetic rule to express this is Label(Document, +LabelName) = 1 .
The predicate Label is said to be functional. Alternatively, sometimes it is the first argument that should be summed over. For example, imagine the task of predicting relationships among students and professors. Perhaps it is known that each student has exactly one advisor. This constraint can be written as Advisor(+Professor, Student) = 1 .
The predicate Advisor is said to be inverse functional.
Finally, imagine a scenario in which two social networks are being aligned. The goal is to predict whether each pair of people, one from each network, is the same person, which is represented with atoms of the Same predicate. Each person aligns with at most one person in the other network, but might not align with anyone. This can be expressed with two arithmetic rules:
Same(Person1, +Person2) <= 1 . Same(+Person1, Person2) <= 1 .
The predicate Same is said to be both partial functional and partial inverse functional.
Many variations on these examples are possible. For example, they can be generalized to predicates with more than two arguments. Additional arguments can either be fixed or summed over in each rule. As another example, domain and range rules can incorporate multiple predicates, so that an entity can participate in a fixed number of relations counted among multiple predicates.
Similarity
Many problems require explicitly reasoning about similarity, rather than simply whether entities are the same or different. For example, reasoning with similarity has been explored using kernel methods, such as kFoil (Landwehr et al., 2010 ) that bases similarity computation on the relational structure of the data. The continuous variables of HL-MRFs make modeling similarity straightforward, and PSL's support for function predicates make it even easier. For example, in an entity resolution task, the degree to which two entities are believed to be the same might depend on how similar their names are. A rule expressing this dependency is
: Name(P1, N1) && Name(P2, N2) && Similar(N1, N2) -> Same(P1, P2)
This rule uses the Similar predicate to measure similarity. Since it is a function predicate, it can be implemented as one of many different, possibly domain specialized, string similarity functions. Any similarity function that can output values in the range [0, 1] can be used.
Priors
If no potentials are defined over a particular atom, then it is equally probable that it has any value between zero and one. Often, however, it should be most probable that an atom has a value of zero, unless there is evidence that it has a nonzero value. Since atoms typically represent the existence of some entity, attribute, or relation, this bias promotes sparsity among the things inferred to exist. Further, if there is a potential that prefers that an atom should have a value that is at least some other continuous value, such as when reasoning with similarities as discussed in Section 4.2.2, it should also be more probable that an atom is no higher in value than is necessary to satisfy that potential. To accomplish both these goals, simple "priors" can be used to state that atoms should have low values in the absence of evidence to overrules those priors. A prior in PSL can be a rule consisting of just a negative literal with a small weight. For example, in a link prediction task, imagine that this preference should apply to atoms of the Link predicate. A prior is then
: !Link(A, B)
This rule acts as a regularizer on Link atoms.
Blocks and Canopies
In many tasks, the number of unknowns can quickly grow large, even for modest amounts of data. For example, in a link prediction task, the goal is to predict relations among entities. The number of possible links grows quadratically with the number of entities. If handled naively, this could make scaling to large data sets difficult, but this problem is often handled by constructing blocks (e.g., Newcombe and Kennedy, 1962) or canopies (McCallum et al., 2000) over the entities, so that a limited subset of all possible links are actually considered. Blocking partitions the entities so that only links among entities in the same partition element, i.e., block, are considered. Alternatively, for a finer grained pruning, a canopy is defined for each entity, which is the set of other entities to which it could possibly link. Blocks and canopies can be computed using specialized, domain-specific functions, and PSL can incorporate them by including them as atoms in the bodies of rules. Since blocks can be seen as a special case of canopies, we let the atom InCanopy(A, B) be 1 if B is in the canopy or block of A, and 0 if it is not. Including InCanopy(A, B) atoms as additional conditions in the bodies of logical rules will ensure that the dependencies only exist between the desired entities.
Aggregates
One of the most powerful features of PSL is its ability to easily define aggregates, which are rules that define random variables to be deterministic functions of sets of other random variables. The advantage of aggregates is that they can be used to define dependencies that do not scale in magnitude with the number of groundings in the data. For example, consider a model for predicting interests in a social network. A fragment of a PSL program for doing this is These two rules express the belief that interests are correlated along friendship links in the social network, and also that certain demographic information is predictive of specific interests. The question any domain expert or learning algorithm faces is how strongly each rule should be weighted relative to each other. The challenge of answering this question when using templates is that the number of groundings of the first rule varies from person to person based on the number of friends, while the groundings of the second remain constant (one per person). This variable scaling of the two types of dependencies makes it difficult to find weights that accurately reflect the relative influence each type of dependency should have across people with different numbers of friends.
Using an aggregate can solve this problem of variable scaling. Instead of using a separate ground rule to relate the interest of each friend, we can define that is only grounded once for each person, relating an average interest across all friends to each person's own interests. A PSL fragment for this is 1.0 : AverageFriendInterest(P, I) -> Interest(P, I) AverageFriendInterest(P, I) = Interest(+F, I) / |F| . {F: Friends(P, F)} /* Demographic dependencies are also included. */ Here the predicate AverageFriendInterest/2 is an aggregate that is constrained to be the average amount of interest each friend of a person P has in an interest I. The weight w 1 can now be scaled more accurately relative to other types of features because there is only one grounding per person.
For a more complex example, consider the problem of determining whether two references in the data refer to the same underlying person. One useful feature to use is whether they have similar sets of friends in the social network. Again, a rule could be defined that is grounded out for each friendship pair, but this would suffer from the same scaling issues as the previous example. Instead, we can use an aggregate to directly express how similar the two references' sets of friends are. A function that measures the similarity of two sets A and B is Jaccard similarity:
Jaccard similarity is a nonlinear function, meaning that it cannot be used directly without breaking the log-concavity of HL-MRFs, but we can approximate it with a linear function. We define SameFriends/2 as an aggregate that approximates Jaccard similarity (where SamePerson/2 is functional and inverse functional): SamePerson(P1, +P2) = 1 .
The aggregate SameFriends/2 uses the sum of the SamePerson/2 atoms as the intersection of the two sets, and the maximum of the sizes of the two sets of friends as a lower bound on the size of their union.
MAP Inference
Having defined HL-MRFs and a language for creating them, PSL, we turn to algorithms for inference and learning. The first task we consider is maximum a posteriori (MAP) inference, the problem of finding a most probable assignment to the free variables y given observations x. In HL-MRFs, the normalizing function Z(w, x) is constant over y and the exponential is maximized by minimizing its negated argument, so the MAP problem is arg max
MAP is a fundamental problem because (1) it is the method we will use to make predictions, and (2) weight learning often requires performing MAP inference many times with different weights (as we discuss in Section 6). Here, HL-MRFs have a distinct advantage over general discrete models, since minimizing f w is a convex optimization rather than a combinatorial one. There are many off-the-shelf solutions for convex optimization, the most popular of which are interior-point methods, which have worst-case polynomial time complexity in the number of variables, potentials, and constraints (Nesterov and Nemirovskii, 1994) . Although in practice they perform better than their worst-case bounds (Wright, 2005) , they do not scale well to big structured prediction problems (Yanover et al., 2006) . We therefore introduce a new algorithm for exact MAP inference designed to scale to very large HL-MRFs by leveraging the sparse connectivity structure of the potentials and hard constraints that are typical of models of real-world domains. Our algorithm uses consensus optimization, a technique that divides an optimization problem into independent subproblems and then iterates to reach a consensus on the optimum Boyd et al. (2011) . Given a HL-MRF P (y|x), we first construct an equivalent MAP problem in which each potential and hard constraint is a function of different variables. The variables are then constrained to make the new and original MAP problems equivalent. We let y (L,j) be a copy of the variables in y that are used in the potential function φ j , j = 1, . . . , m and y (L,k+m) be a copy of those used in the constraint function c k , k = 1, . . . , r. We refer to the concatenation of all of these vectors as y L . We also introduce an indicator function I k for each constraint function where I k c k (y (L,k+m) , x) = 0 if the constraint is satisfied and infinity if it is not. Likewise, let I [0, 1] be an indicator function that is 0 if the input is in the interval [0, 1] and infinity if it is not. We drop the constraints on the domain of y, letting them range in principle over R n and instead use these indicator functions to enforce the domain constraints. This will make computation easier when the problem is later decomposed. Finally, let y (C,î) be the variables in y that correspond to y (L,î) ,î = 1, . . . , m+r. Operators between y (L,î) and y (C,î) are defined element-wise, pairing the corresponding copied variables. Consensus optimization solves the reformulated MAP problem arg min
Inspection shows that problems (6) and (7) are equivalent. This reformulation enables us to relax the equality constraints y (L,î) = y (C,î) in order to divide problem (7) into independent subproblems that are easier to solve, using the alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM) (Glowinski and Marrocco, 1975; Gabay and Mercier, 1976; Boyd et al., 2011) . The first step is to form the augmented Lagrangian function for the problem. Let α = (α 1 , . . . , α m+r ) be a concatenation of vectors of Lagrange multipliers. Then the augmented Lagrangian is
using a step-size parameter ρ > 0. ADMM finds a saddle point of L(y L , α, y) by updating the three blocks of variables at each iteration t:
The ADMM updates ensure that y converges to the global optimum y ⋆ , the MAP state of P (y|x), assuming that there exists a feasible assignment to y. We check convergence using the criteria suggested by Boyd et al. (2011) , measuring the primal and dual residuals at the end of iteration t
where K i is the number of copies made of the variable y i , i.e., the number of different potentials and constraints in which the variable participates. The updates are terminated when both of the following conditions are satisfied
using convergence parameters ǫ abs and ǫ rel .
Block Updates
We now describe how to implement the ADMM block updates (8), (9), and (10). Updating the Lagrange multipliers α is a simple step in the gradient direction (8). Updating the local copies y L (9) decomposes over each potential and constraint in the HL-MRF. For the variables y (L,j) for each potential φ j , this requires independently optimizing the weighted potential plus a squared norm:
Although this optimization problem is convex, the presence of the hinge function complicates it. It could be solved in principle with an iterative method, such as an interior-point method, but this would become very expensive over many ADMM updates. Fortunately, we can reduce the problem to checking several cases and find solutions much more quickly. There are three cases for y ⋆ (L,j) , the optimizer of problem (11), which correspond to the three regions in which the solution must lie: (1) the region ℓ(y (L,j) , x) < 0, (2) the region ℓ(y (L,j) , x) > 0, and (3) the region ℓ(y (L,j) , x) = 0. We check each case by replacing the potential with its value on the corresponding region, optimizing, and checking if the optimizer is in the correct region. We check the first case by replacing the potential φ j with zero. Then, the optimizer of the modified problem is
, because it optimizes both the potential and the squared norm independently. If instead ℓ j (y (C,j) − α j /ρ, x) > 0, then we can conclude that ℓ j (y ⋆ (L,j) , x) ≥ 0, leading to one of the next two cases.
In the second case, we replace the maximum term with the inner linear function. Then the optimizer of the modified problem is found by taking the gradient of the objective with respect to y (L,j) , setting the gradient equal to the zero vector, and solving for y (L,j) . In other words, the optimizer is the solution for y (L,j) to the equation
This is a simple system of linear equations. If p j = 1, then the coefficient matrix is diagonal and trivially solved by inspection. If p j = 2, then the coefficient matrix is symmetric and positive definite, and the system can be solved via Cholesky decomposition. (Since the potentials of an HL-MRF often have shared structures, perhaps templated by a PSL program, the Cholesky decompositions can be cached and shared among potentials for improved performance.) Let y ′ (L,j) be the optimizer of the modified problem, i.e., the solution to equation (12) 
because we know the solution lies in the region ℓ j (y (L,j) , x) ≥ 0 and the objective of problem (11) and the modified objective are equal on that region. In fact, if p j = 2, then ℓ j (y ′ (L,j) , x) ≥ 0 whenever ℓ j (y (C,j) − α j /ρ, x) ≥ 0, because the modified term is symmetric about the line ℓ j (y (L,j) , x) = 0. We therefore will only reach the following third case when p j = 1. If ℓ j (y (C,j) − α j /ρ, x) > 0 and ℓ j (y ′ (L,j) , x) < 0, then we can conclude that y ⋆ (L,j) is the projection of y (C,j) − α j /ρ onto the hyperplane c k (y (L,j) , x) = 0. This constraint must be active because it is violated by the optimizers of both modified objectives (Martins et al., 2015, Lemma 17) . Since the potential has a value of zero whenever the constraint is active, solving problem (11) reduces to the projection operation.
For the local copies y (L,k+m) for each constraint c k , the subproblem is easier: arg min
Whether c k is an equality or inequality constraint, the solution is the projection of y (C,k+m) − α k+m /ρ to the feasible set defined by the constraint. If c k is an equality constraint, i.e., k ∈ E, then the optimizer y ⋆ (L,k+m) is the projection of y (C,k+m) −α k+m /ρ onto c k (y (L,k+m) , x) = 0. If, on the other hand, c k is an inequality constraint, i.e., k ∈ I, then there are two cases. First, if c k (y (C,k+m) − α k+m /ρ, x) ≤ 0, then the solution is simply y (C,k+m) − α k+m /ρ. Otherwise, it is again the projection onto c k (y (L,k+m) , x) = 0.
To update the variables y (10), we solve the optimization arg min
The optimizer is the state in which y i is set to the average of its corresponding local copies added with their corresponding Lagrange multipliers divided by the step size ρ, and then clipped to the [0, 1] interval. More formally, let copies(y i ) be the set of local copies y c of y i , each with a corresponding Lagrange multiplier α c . Then, we update each y i using
and clip the result to [0, 1]. Specifically, if, after update (13), y i > 1, then we set y i to 1 and likewise set it to 0 if y i < 0. Algorithm 1 gives the complete pseudocode for MAP inference. It starts by initializing local copies of the variables that appear in each potential and constraint, along with a corresponding Lagrange multiplier for each copy. Then, until convergence, it iteratively performs the updates (8), (9), and (10). In the pseudocode, we have interleaved updates (8) and (9), updating both the Lagrange multipliers αî and the local copies y (L,î) together for each subproblem, because they are local operations that do not depend on other variables once y is updated in the previous iteration. This reveals another advantage of our inference algorithm: it is very easy to parallelize. The updates (8) and (9) can be performed in parallel, the results gathered, update (10) performed, and the updated y broadcast back to the subproblems. Parallelization makes our MAP inference algorithm even faster and more scalable.
Lazy MAP Inference
One interesting and useful property of HL-MRFs is that it is not always necessary to completely materialize the distribution in order to find a MAP state. Consider a subsetφ of the index set {1, . . . , m} of the potentials φ. Observe that if a feasible assignment to y minimizes j∈φ w j φ j (y, x)
Algorithm 1 MAP Inference for HL-MRFs
Input:
Initialize y (L,j) as local copies of the variables y (C,j) that appear in φ j , j = 1, . . . , m Initialize y (L,k+m) as local copies of the variables y (C,k+m) that appear in c k , k = 1, . . . , r
Initialize Lagrange multipliers αî corresponding to variable copies y (L,î) ,î = 1, . . . , m + r while not converged do
Clip y i to [0,1] end for end while and φ j (y, x) = 0, ∀j / ∈φ, then that assignment must be a MAP state because 0 is the global minimum for any potential. Therefore, if we can identify a set of potentials that is small, such that all the other potentials are 0 in a MAP state, then we can perform MAP inference in a reduced amount of time. Of course, identifying this set is as hard as MAP inference itself, but we can iteratively grow the set by starting with an initial set, performing inference over the current set, adding any potentials that have nonzero values, and repeating.
Weight Learning
In this section, we present three weight learning methods for HL-MRFs, each with a different objective function. The first method maximizes the likelihood of the training data. The second method maximizes the pseudolikelihood. The third method finds a large-margin solution, preferring weights that discriminate the ground truth from other states. Since weights are often shared among many potentials defined by a template, such as all the groundings of a PSL rule, we describe these learning algorithms in terms of templated HLMRFs. We introduce some necessary notation for HL-MRF templates. Let T = (t 1 , . . . , t s ) denote a vector of templates with associated weights W = (W 1 , . . . , W s ). We partition the potentials by their associated templates and let t q also denote the set of indices of the potentials defined by that template. So, j ∈ t q is a shorthand for saying that the potential φ j (y, x) was defined by template t q . Then, we refer to the sum of the potentials defined by a template as
In the defined HL-MRF, the weight of the j-th hinge-loss potential is set to the weight of the template from which it was derived, i.e., w j = W q , for each j ∈ t q . Equivalently, we can rewrite the hinge-loss energy function as
where Φ(y, x) = (Φ 1 (y, x), . . . , Φ s (y, x)). We now describe below how to apply these learning strategies to templated HL-MRFs.
Maximum-Likelihood Estimation
The canonical approach for learning parameters W is to maximize the log-likelihood of training data. The partial derivative of the log-likelihood with respect to a parameter W q is ∂ log P (y|x)
where E W is the expectation under the distribution defined by W . The voted perceptron algorithm (Collins, 2002) optimizes W by taking steps of fixed length in the direction of the gradient, then averaging the points after all steps. Any step that is outside the feasible region is projected back before continuing. For a smoother ascent, it is often helpful to divide the q-th component of the gradient by the number of groundings |t q | of the q-th template (Lowd and Domingos, 2007) , which we do in our experiments. Computing the expectation is intractable, so we use a common approximation: the values of the potential functions at the most probable setting of y with the current parameters. Using this approximation makes this approach a variant of structured perceptron.
Maximum-Pseudolikelihood Estimation
Since exact maximum likelihood estimation is intractable in general, we can instead perform maximum-pseudolikelihood estimation (MPLE) (Besag, 1975) , which maximizes the likelihood of each variable conditioned on all other variables, i.e.,
Here, i ∈ φ j means that y i is involved in φ j , and MB(y i ) denotes the Markov blanket of y i -that is, the set of variables that co-occur with y i in any potential function. The partial derivative of the log-pseudolikelihood with respect to W q is
Computing the pseudolikelihood gradient does not require inference and takes time linear in the size of y. However, the integral in the above expectation does not readily admit a closedform antiderivative, so we approximate the expectation. When a variable in unconstrained, the domain of integration is a one-dimensional interval on the real number line, so Monte Carlo integration quickly converges to an accurate estimate of the expectation. We can also apply MPLE when the constraints are not too interdependent. For example, for linear equality constraints over disjoint groups of variables (e.g., variable sets that must sum to 1.0), we can block-sample the constrained variables by sampling uniformly from a simplex. These types of constraints are often used to represent mutual exclusivity of classification labels. We can compute accurate estimates quickly because these blocks are typically low-dimensional.
Large-Margin Estimation
A different approach to learning drops the probabilistic interpretation of the model and views HL-MRF inference as a prediction function. Large-margin estimation (LME) shifts the goal of learning from producing accurate probabilistic models to instead producing accurate MAP predictions. The learning task is then to find the weights W that provide high-accuracy structured predictions. We describe in this section a large-margin method based on the cutting-plane approach for structural support vector machines (Joachims et al., 2009) .
The intuition behind large-margin structured prediction is that the ground-truth state should have energy lower than any alternate state by a large margin. In our setting, the output space is continuous, so we parameterize this margin criterion with a continuous loss function. For any valid output stateỹ, a large-margin solution should satisfy:
where the loss function L(y,ỹ) measures the disagreement between a stateỹ and the training label state y. A common assumption is that the loss function decomposes over the prediction components, i.e., L(y,ỹ) = i L(y i ,ỹ i ). In this work, we use the ℓ 1 distance as the loss function, so L(y,ỹ) = i y i −ỹ i 1 . Since we do not expect all problems to be perfectly separable, we relax the large-margin constraint with a penalized slack ξ. We obtain a convex learning objective for a large-margin solution
where Φ(y, x) = (Φ 1 (y, x) , . . . , Φ s (y, x)) and C > 0 is a user-specified parameter. This formulation is analogous to the margin-rescaling approach by Joachims et al. (2009) . Though such a structured objective is natural and intuitive, its number of constraints is the cardinality of the output space, which here is infinite. Following their approach, we optimize subject to the infinite constraint set using a cutting-plane algorithm: we greedily grow a set K of constraints by iteratively adding the worst-violated constrain given by a separation oracle, then updating W subject to the current constraints. The goal of the cutting-plane approach is to efficiently find the set of active constraints at the solution for the full objective, without having to enumerate the infinite inactive constraints. The worst-violated constraint is arg miñ
The separation oracle performs loss-augmented inference by adding additional loss-augmenting potentials to the HL-MRF. For ground truth in {0, 1}, these loss-augmenting potentials are also examples of hinge-losses, and thus adding them simply creates an augmented HL-MRF. The worst-violated constraint is then computed as standard inference on the loss-augmented HL-MRF. However, ground truth values in the interior (0, 1) cause any distance-based loss to be concave, which require the separation oracle to solve a non-convex objective. For interior ground truth values, we use the difference of convex functions algorithm (An and Tao, 2005) to find a local optimum. Since the concave portion of the loss-augmented inference objective pivots around the ground truth value, the subgradients are 1 or −1, depending on whether the current value is greater than the ground truth. We simply choose an initial direction for interior labels by rounding, and flip the direction of the subgradients for variables whose solution states are not in the interval corresponding to the subgradient direction until convergence. Given a set K of constraints, we solve the SVM objective as in the primal form
We then iteratively invoke the separation oracle to find the worst-violated constraint. If this new constraint is not violated, or its violation is within numerical tolerance, we have found the max-margin solution. Otherwise, we add the new constraint to K, and repeat. One fact of note is that the large-margin criterion always requires some slack for HLMRFs with squared potentials. Since the squared hinge potential is quadratic and the loss is linear, there always exists a small enough distance from the ground truth such that an absolute (i.e., linear) distance is greater than the squared distance. In these cases, the slack parameter trades off between the peakedness of the learned quadratic energy function and the margin criterion.
Related Work
Researchers in artificial intelligence and machine learning have long been interested in predicting interdependent unknowns using structural dependencies. Some of the earliest work in this area is inductive logic programming (ILP) (Muggleton and De Raedt, 1994) , in which structural dependencies are described with first-order logic. Using first-order logic has several advantages. First, it can capture many types of dependencies among variables, such as correlations, anti-correlations, and implications. Second, it can compactly specify dependencies that hold across many different sets of propositions by using variables as placeholders. These features enable the construction of intuitive, general-purpose models that are easily applicable or adapted to different domains. Inference for ILP finds the propositions that satisfy a query, consistent with a relational knowledge base. However, ILP is limited by its difficulty in coping with uncertainty. Standard ILP approaches only model dependencies which hold universally, and such dependencies are rare in real-world data.
Another broad area of research, probabilistic methods, directly models uncertainty over unknowns. Probabilistic graphical models (PGMs) (Koller and Friedman, 2009 ) are a group of formalisms for specifying joint distributions over interdependent unknowns through graphical structures. The graphical structure of a PGM generally represents conditional independence relationships among random variables. Explicitly representing conditional independence relationships allows a distribution to be more compactly parameterized. For example, in the worst case, a discrete distribution could be represented by an exponentially large table over joint assignments to the random variables. However, describing the distribution in smaller, conditionally independent pieces can be much more compact. Similar benefits apply to continuous distributions. Algorithms for probabilistic inference and learning can also operate over the conditionally independent pieces described by the graph structure. They are therefore straightforward to apply to a wide variety of distributions. Categories of PGMs include Markov random fields (MRFs), Bayesian networks (BNs), and dependency networks (DNs). Constructing PGMs often requires careful design, and are usually constructed for single tasks and data sets.
More recently, researchers have sought to combine the advantages of relational and probabilistic approaches, creating the field of statistical relational learning (SRL) (Getoor and Taskar, 2007) . SRL encompasses many approaches. One broad area of work-of which PSL is a part-uses first-order logic and other relational formalisms to specify templates for PGMs. Probabilistic relational models (Friedman et al., 1999) define templates for BNs in terms of a database schema, and they can be grounded out over instances of that schema to create BNs. Relational dependency networks (Neville and Jensen, 2007) template RNs using server query language (SQL) queries over a relational schema. Markov logic networks (MLNs) (Richardson and Domingos, 2006) use first-order logic to define Boolean MRFs. Each logical clause in a first-order knowledge base is a template for a set of potentials when the MLN is grounded out over a set of propositions. Whether each proposition is true is a Boolean random variable, and the potential has a value of one when the corresponding ground clause is satisfied by the propositions and zero when it is not. (MLNs are formulated such that higher values of the energy function are more probable.) Clauses can either be weighted, in which case the potential has the weight of the clause that templated it, or unweighted, in which case in must hold universally, as in ILP. In these ways, MLNs are similar to PSL. Whereas MLNs are defined over Boolean variables, PSL is a templating language for HL-MRFs, which are defined over continuous variables. However, these continuous variables can be used to model discrete quantities. See Section 2 for more information on the relationships between HL-MRFs and discrete MRFs. Other SRL approaches include ProbLog (De Raedt et al., 2007) and BLOG (Milch et al., 2005) , which define probability distributions over first-order knowledge bases.
A related field to SRL is structured prediction, which generalizes the traditional tasks of binary and multiclass classification using a 0-1 loss to the task of predicting from a structured space. The loss function used during learning and evaluation is generalized to a task-appropriate loss function that scores disagreement between predictions and the true structures. Often, models for structured prediction take the form of energy functions that are linear in their parameters. Therefore, prediction with such models is equivalent to MAP inference for MRFs. Taskar et al. (2004) connected structured prediction and graphical models by showing how to train MRFs with large-margin learning, a generalization of the large-margin objective for binary classification used to train support vector machines (Vapnik, 2000) . Large-margin learning is a well-studied approach to train structured predictors because it directly incorporates the structured loss function into a convex upper bound on the true objective: the regularized expected risk. Structured SVMs (Tsochantaridis et al., 2005 ) extend large-margin learning to a broad class of structured predictors and admit a tractable cutting-plane learning algorithm. This algorithm will terminate in a number of iterations linear in the size of the problem, and so the computational challenge of large-margin learning for structured prediction comes down to the task of finding the most violated constraint in the learning objective. This can be accomplished by optimizing the energy function plus the loss function. In other words, the task is to find the structure that is the best combination of being favored by the energy function but unfavored by the loss function. Often, the loss function decomposes over the components of the prediction space, so the combined energy function and loss function can often be viewed as simply the energy function of another structured predictor that is equally challenging or easy to optimize, such as when the space of structures is a set of discrete vectors and the loss function is the Hamming distance.
Whether viewed as MAP inference for an MRF or structured prediction, searching over a structured space to find the optimal prediction is an important but difficult task. It is NP-hard in general (Shimony, 1994) , so much work has focused on approximations and identifying classes of problems for which it is tractable. A well-studied approximation technique is local consistency relaxation (LCR) (Wainwright and Jordan, 2008) . Inference is first viewed as an equivalent optimization over the realizable expected values of the potentials, called the marginal polytope. When the variables are discrete and each potential is an indicator that a subset of variables is in a certain state, this optimization becomes a linear program. Each variable in the program is the marginal probability that a variable is a particular state or the variables associated with a potential are in a particular joint state. The marginal polytope is then the set of marginal probabilities that are globally consistent. The number of linear constraints required to define the marginal polytope is exponential in the size of the problem, however, so the linear program has to be relaxed in order to be tractable. In a local consistency relaxation, the marginal polytope is relaxed to the local polytope, in which the marginals over variables and potential states are only locally consistent in the sense that each marginal over potential states sums to the marginal distributions over the associated variables.
A large body of work has focused on solving the LCR objective quickly. Typically, off-the-shelf convex optimization methods do not scale well for large graphical models and structured predictors (Yanover et al., 2006) , so a large branch of research has investigated highly scalable message-passing algorithms. One approach is dual decomposition (DD) Sontag et al. (2011) , which solves a problem dual to the LCR objective. Many DD algorithms use coordinate descent, such as TRW-S (Kolmogorov, 2006) , MSD (Werner, 2007) , MPLP (Globerson and Jaakkola, 2007) , and ADLP (Meshi and Globerson, 2011) , Other DD algorithms use subgradient-based approaches (e.g., Jojic et al., 2010; Komodakis et al., 2011; Schwing et al., 2012) .
Another approach to solving the LCR objective uses message-passing algorithms to solve the problem directly in its primal form. One well-known algorithm is that of Ravikumar et al. (2010) , which uses proximal optimization, a general approach that iteratively improves the solution by searching for nearby improvements. The authors also provide rounding guarantees for when the relaxed solution is integral, i.e., the relaxation is tight, allowing the algorithm to converge faster. Another message-passing algorithm that solves the primal objective is AD 3 (Martins et al., 2015) , which uses ADMM. AD 3 optimizes objective (5) for binary, pairwise MRFs and supports the addition of certain deterministic constraints on the variables. A third example of a primal message-passing algorithm is APLP (Meshi and Globerson, 2011) , which is the primal analog of ADLP. Like AD 3 , it uses ADMM to optimize the objective.
Other approaches to approximate inference include tighter linear programming relaxations (Sontag et al., 2008 (Sontag et al., , 2012 . These tighter relaxations enforce local consistency on variable subsets that are larger than individual variables, which makes them higher-order local consistency relaxations. Mezuman et al. (2013) developed techniques for special cases of higher-order relaxations, such as when the MRF contains cardinality potentials, in which the probability of a configuration depends on the number of variables in a particular state. Some papers have also explored nonlinear convex programming relaxations, e.g., Ravikumar and Lafferty (2006) and Kumar et al. (2006) .
Previous analyses have identified particular subclasses whose local consistency relaxations are tight, i.e., the maximum of the relaxed program is exactly the maximum of the original problem. These special classes include graphical models with tree-structured dependencies, models with submodular potential functions, models encoding bipartite matching problems, and those with nand potentials and perfect graph structures (Wainwright and Jordan, 2008; Schrijver, 2003; Jebara, 2009; Foulds et al., 2011) . These tightness guarantees are powerful, but they require more restrictive conditions on the distributions than our analysis. Nevertheless, there are many cases where useful models can fit these criteria and therefore admit efficient inference. Our results complement these types of analyses by identifying a larger class of problems with an approximation-quality guarantee.
Researchers have studied performance guarantees of other subclasses of the first-order local consistency relaxation. Kleinberg and Tardos (2002) and Chekuri et al. (2005) considered the metric labeling problem. Feldman et al. (2005) used the local consistency relaxation to decode binary linear codes.
Researchers have also considered other approaches to solving MAX SAT. One line of work focusing on convex programming relaxations has obtained stronger rounding guarantees than Goemans and Williamson (1994) by using nonlinear programming, e.g., Asano and Williamson (2002) and references therein. Other work does not use the probabilistic method but instead searches for discrete solutions directly, e.g., Mills and Tsang (2000) , Larrosa et al. (2008) , and Choi et al. (2009) . We note that one such approach, that of Wah and Shang (1997) , is essentially a type of DD formulated for MAX SAT. A more recent approach blends convex programming and discrete search via mixed integer programming (Davies and Bacchus, 2013) . Additionally, Huynh and Mooney (2009) introduced a linear programming relaxation for MLNs inspired by MAX SAT relaxations, but the relaxation of general Markov logic provides no known guarantees on the quality of solutions.
Finally, we note that HL-MRFs and PSL have already been effectively applied to a wide variety of domains, including automatic knowledge base construction (Pujara et al., 2013) , high-level computer vision (London et al., 2013) , drug discovery (Fakhraei et al., 2014) , natural language processing (Beltagy et al., 2014; Sridhar et al., 2015) , automobile-traffic modeling (Chen et al., 2014) , and user attribute (Li et al., 2014) and trust West et al., 2014) prediction in social networks. The ability to easily incorporate latent variables into HL-MRFs and PSL has enabled innovative applications, including discovering latent groups in social media (Bach et al., 2015) , modeling latent topics in text , and improving student outcomes in massive open online courses (MOOCs) by modeling latent information about students and their communications (Ramesh et al., 2014 (Ramesh et al., , 2015 . Researchers have also studied how to make HL-MRFs and PSL even more scalable by developing distributed implementations Magliacane et al., 2015) .
Conclusion
In this paper, we introduced HL-MRFs, a new class of graphical models that unite and generalize several approaches to modeling relational and structured data: Boolean logic, probabilistic graphical models, and fuzzy logic. They can capture relaxed, probabilistic inference with Boolean logic and exact, probabilistic inference with fuzzy logic, making them useful models for both discrete and continuous data. HL-MRFs also generalize these inference techniques with additional expressivity, allowing for even more flexibility. We also introduced PSL, a probabilistic programming language for HL-MRFs. PSL makes HL-MRFs easy to design, refine, and reuse. We introduced inference and learning algorithms that scale to very large problems. Together, this set of tools enables researchers and practitioners to easily build large-scale, accurate models of relational and structured data.
A Proof of Theorem 2
In this appendix, we prove the equivalence of objectives (3) and (5). Our proof analyzes the local consistency relaxation to derive an equivalent, more compact optimization over only the variable pseudomarginals µ that is identical to the MAX SAT relaxation. Since the variables are Boolean, we refer to each pseudomarginal µ i (1) as simply µ i . Let x F j denote the unique setting such that φ j (x F j ) = 0. (I.e., x F j is the setting in which each literal in the clause C j is false.)
We begin by reformulating the local consistency relaxation as a hierarchical optimization, first over the variable pseudomarginals µ and then over the factor pseudomarginals θ. Due to the structure of local polytope L, the pseudomarginals µ parameterize inner linear programs that decompose over the structure of the MRF, such that-given fixed µ-there is an independent linear programφ j (µ) over θ j for each clause C j . We rewrite objective (5) as arg max
whereφ j (µ) = max
such that
x j θ j (x j ) = 1 (18)
It is straightforward to verify that objectives (5) and (14) are equivalent for MRFs with disjunctive clauses for potentials. All constraints defining L can be derived from the con-straint µ ∈ [0, 1] n and the constraints in the definition ofφ j (µ). We have omitted redundant constraints to simplify analysis. To make this optimization more compact, we replace each inner linear programφ j (µ) with an expression that gives its optimal value for any setting of µ. Deriving this expression requires reasoning about any maximizer θ ⋆ j ofφ j (µ), which is guaranteed to exist because problem (15) is bounded and feasible 4 for any parameters µ ∈ [0, 1] n and w j .
We first derive a sufficient condition for the linear program to not be fully satisfiable, in the sense that it cannot achieve a value of w j , the maximum value of the weighted potential w j φ j (x). Observe that, by the objective (15) and the simplex constraint (18), showing that φ j (µ) is not fully satisfiable is equivalent to showing that θ ⋆ j (x F j ) > 0.
Lemma 16 If
Proof By the simplex constraint (18),
Also, by summing all the constraints (16) and (17),
because all the components of θ ⋆ are nonnegative, and-except for θ ⋆ j (x F j )-they all appear at least once in constraints (16) and (17). These bounds imply
which means θ ⋆ j (x F j ) > 0, completing the proof.
We next show that ifφ j (µ) is parameterized such that it is not fully satisfiable, as in Lemma 16, then its optimum always takes a particular value defined by µ.
Lemma 17 If w j > 0 and θ ⋆ j (x F j ) > 0, then
(1 − µ i ) .
Proof We prove the lemma via the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions (Karush, 1939; Kuhn and Tucker, 1951) . Since problem (15) is a maximization of a linear function subject to linear constraints, the KKT conditions are necessary and sufficient for any optimum θ ⋆ j . Before writing the relevant KKT conditions, we introduce some necessary notation. For a state x j , we need to reason about the variables that disagree with the unsatisfied state x F j . Let d(x j ) i ∈ I + j ∪ I − j |x j (i) = x F j (i) be the set of indices for the variables that do not have the same value in the two states x j and x F j . We now write the relevant KKT conditions for θ (17) for i ∈ I + j ∪ I − j , and let λ ∆ correspond to the simplex constraint (18). Also, let each α x j correspond to a constraint (19) for each x j . Then, the following KKT conditions hold:
w j + i∈d(x j )
Since θ ⋆ j (x Since α x j ≥ 0 by condition (20) and λ ∆ = 0, it follows that λ i ≤ −w j . With these bounds, we show that, for any state x j , if |d(x j )| ≥ 2, then θ ⋆ j (x j ) = 0. Assume that for some state x j , |d(x j )| ≥ 2. By condition (23) and the derived constraints on λ, α x j ≥ (|d(x j )| − 1)w j > 0 .
With condition (21), θ ⋆ j (x j ) = 0. Next, observe that for all i ∈ I + j (resp. i ∈ I − j ) and for any state x j , if d(x j ) = {i}, then x j (i) = 1 (resp. x j (i) = 0), and for any other state x ′ j such that x ′ j (i) = 1 (resp. x ′ j (i) = 0), d(x ′ j ) ≥ 2. By constraint (16) (resp. constraint (17)), θ ⋆ (x j ) = µ i (resp. θ ⋆ (x j ) = 1 − µ i ).
We have shown that if θ ⋆ j (x F j ) > 0, then for all states x j , if d(x j ) = {i} and i ∈ I + j (resp. i ∈ I − j ), then θ ⋆ j (x j ) = µ i (resp. θ ⋆ j (x j ) = 1 − µ i ), and if |d(x j )| ≥ 2, then θ ⋆ j (x j ) = 0. This completes the proof.
Lemma 16 says if i∈I + j µ i + i∈I − j (1 − µ i ) < 1, thenφ j (µ) is not fully satisfiable, and Lemma 17 provides its optimal value. We now reason about the other case, when i∈I + j µ i + i∈I − j (1 − µ i ) ≥ 1, and we show that it is sufficient to ensure thatφ j (µ) is fully satisfiable.
Lemma 18 If w j > 0 and
Proof We prove the lemma by contradiction. Assume that w j > 0, i∈I
(1 − µ i ) ≥ 1, and that the lemma is false, θ ⋆ j (x F j ) > 0. Then, by Lemma 17,
The assumption that θ ⋆ j (x F j ) > 0 implies
which is a contradiction, since it violates the simplex constraint (18). The possibility that θ ⋆ j (x F j ) < 0 is excluded by the nonnegativity constraints (19). For completeness and later convenience, we also state the value ofφ j (µ) when it is fully satisfiable.
Lemma 19 If θ ⋆ j (x F j ) = 0, then
Proof The lemma follows from the simplex constraint (18).
We can now combine the previous lemmas into a single expression for the value ofφ j (µ).
Lemma 20φ
j (µ) = w j min
Proof The lemma is trivially true if w j = 0 since any assignment will yield zero value. If w j > 0, then we consider two cases. In the first case, if i∈I By factoring out w j , we can rewrite this piecewise definition ofφ j (µ) as w j multiplied by the minimum of i∈I + j µ i + i∈I − j
(1 − µ i ) and 1, completing the proof.
This leads to our final equivalence result.
Proof Substituting the solution of the inner optimization from Lemma 20 into the local consistency relaxation objective (14) gives a projected optimization over only µ which is identical to the MAX SAT relaxation objective (3).
